INTEGRATED SECURITY FOR

Seamless Care
Every baby needs to be safe, secure, and well cared for. How can hospitals take their
security and care to the next level? By using advanced technology, technology gives
nurses the flexibility they need to provide seamless care to patients while keeping your
facilities protected zones intact—ensuring that safety is never compromised. With caring
nurses, skilled doctors, attentive staff, and advanced security technology, your patients are
in the best of hands.



4 seconds is all it takes for an abductor to leave a room with a
baby and make a hasty exit



The majority of U.S. infant abductions occur in hospitals

Seamless care and uninterrupted security

There are many nuances and details when it comes to providing the proper care for
patients. But health and safety will always be of utmost importance. Unfortunately, incidents
can still occur and infant abductions are still a very real threat. The right balance of security
and accessibility will give your patients both the freedom and safety that they need.

What is available for your facility?

You want your facility to be a safe and positive environment for patients. With technology,
you get peace-of-mind, safety, and flexibility. What technology is new to the market?










Stand alone systems that won’t go down even if your network does
Automatic tag transfers that allow nurses to focus more on patient care and less on
administrative duties
Waterproof tags that will allow mothers to shower after giving birth without fear of
condensation issues
Bands that can be used on babies of any size (premes on up)—without false alarms or
discomfort to the patient
Handheld tag testers that allow you to access pertinent tag information on the go
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ILLUSTRATION OF SAFE/HAPPY BABIES IN A SECURE FACILITY - taking
away the focus on auto tag transfer here too

THE TAG identifies each patient as they approach a transfer
point (whether it’s a door, elevator, or stairway). Make sure
your tag is reliable, small, easy to clean, and doesn’t come in
contact with the baby’s skin.
THE BAND holds the tag in place. Make sure your bands are
durable, but also comfortable for patients or any size. Bands
should also be skin sensing, self-adjusting, and don’t cut the
baby’s skin or hinder circulation.
DOOR CONTROLLERS will respond to the tag on each baby’s
band. If the patient is cleared to exit, the doors will open.
Otherwise an alarm will sound or the door will be locked.
TRANSFER POINTS can be configured based on each patient
and can either permit a patient through or not. You can
choose to have an alarm sound and lock down the perimeter,
different units, or the entire building.
TAG TEST STATION can be used to view remaining battery
life, tag notes, and run reports. These stations should be
compatible with your facilities current software to enhance
efficiency.

Give your patients more freedom and allow nurses more flexibility when transporting
patients—all while keeping everyone safe and comfortable.



To learn more about how your facilities could be better protected by
software-enhanced Cuddles Infant Protection, contact us today. As an
industry leader, we provide high quality, cost-effective, security systems
backed by the industry’s most comprehensive customer support program
with 24/7/365 FREE technical support and local service.
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